
DISRUPT THE MARKETPLACE
CarrierRate 2.0 is an intelligent redesign of CarrierRate that looks and feels sophisticated, yet 
remains comfortably simple. We’ve retained the vital elements and familiarity of CarrierRate 
while delivering a massive leap forward in metrics and advanced communications to forge the 
most intuitive platform in the marketplace.

CARRIERRATE 2.0
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CARRIERRATE2.0 
A TRUE ONE-STOP SHOP FOR FREIGHT

Carrierrate2.0 allows users to manage a full shipment life cycle. A 
complete TMS (Transportation Management System) solution that 
allows any size shipper, from the smallest to the largest business, to 
manage their logistics needs

Carrierrate2.0 truly supports how a shipper works 
day-to-day, eliminating the need to conform to a static 
operating system.
 
With CR2, encounter a system that conforms to your 
specific duties and responsibilities – offering industry 
leading shipper flexibility.

Tabs -  Shipment and Quote tabs allow for a shipper to seamlessly switch between various activities without 
losing information previously entered. This feature creates flexibility and real-time quoting capabilities 
formerly unrealized in the industry.

EASE OF USE  |  SPEED OF USE
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› Support for multiple shipment modes

› LTL, TL, EXP

› Shipment Management

› Exception Management

› Online Invoicing

› Claims Management

› Inventory Management 

› Warehousing 

› Dedicated Customer Service

› Freight Bill Auditing 

› Supply Chain Management

› Supply Chain Management  

The system allows users to save quotes for future use at any 
step along the quoting process. 
 
Run multiple quote tabs at the same time to build LTL, TL, and 
EXP quotes for several customers simultaneously.
 
Retrieval of quotes and pre-population of workflow can now 
be accomplished with the greatest of ease.

SAVE QUOTES FOR FUTURE USE
Locate shipments, quotes, customers and products with 
simplicity.

INTELLEGENT ADVANCED SEARCH

The new address book intuitively loads contact information 
and sets commodities, class numbers, NMFC numbers and 
accessorials related to any given stored address.
 

ADDRESS AND PRODUCT LIST 
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CARRIER SCORECARD

›  Interactive Reports

› Customizable Dashboard

Insightful Carrier Analytics – making carrier decisions based upon 
parameters important to you or your customer base. Sizable gains in 
metrics mean you can easily sort each quote by information that 
matters most to help determine which carrier is right for each 
shipment.
 
Drill down further into each carrier to gather vital stats based on their 
last 30 days performance across the entire GlobalTranz network.
 
Added control over carrier insurance means that you can customize loads by specific needs.

INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Comprehensive and powerful reports created to help 
shippers make informed and intuitive decisions about their 
logistics activities.

CarrierRate 2.0 proudly introduces the Reporting Dashboard, a robust data source to gain the 
competitive edge you need to maximize your business' potential. 

We're placing high-quality key performance indicators in your hands to better optimize your 
shipping like never before.
 
Get a quick overview of the major indicators you determine are important, allowing you to 
track and follow the information that effects your business most.

DECISION DRIVING ANALYTICS
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CARRIERRATE 2.0 also introduces a new live chat feature for 
unprecedented real-time communications between the Agent and the 
customer.
 
Agents, engage with your shippers.
 
Shippers, enjoy the reliability of real-time communication with 
knowledgeable agents and the capabilities of self help teamed with the 
new advanced search options.

HELP AND COMMUNICATIONS

LARGE SHIPPER SUPPORT

UTILIZE THE SYSTEM LIKE NEVER BEFORE 

FOR LARGER SHIPPERS:

›  User Management

› Location Management

› Address Book / Product List


